So, how can you tell if a website is reliable?
Using the Internet to find information is like going on a treasure hunt …. You
could find some real gems, but you could also end up in some strange and
dangerous places!
When you visit a website, you’ll want to ask the following questions:
• Who runs the site? A good website will indicate who is responsible for the
content. Government agencies and universities tend to be less biased and
provide high quality information. Keep in mind that news media sites can
be very biased.
• Why have they created the site and what do they want from you? Is it for
the sale of a product or is it strictly educational training? Is the goal to have
you buy something? On Pet Education, for example, they provide some
useful information about animals but the site also contains a lot of
advertisement about dog food.
Some sites will ask for personal information. Make sure you know what
they are going to do with it. There are a number of sites that require you to
have a log in which is ok. Just make sure you know if there are any
associated costs. Right now there are plenty of free websites to reference,
so the need to pay for information is usually not necessary. One example
of a resource that you have to pay for is the New England Journal of
Medicine. This journal does require you to purchase a subscription for
some of the newer articles. However, you can access a number of the older
ones at no cost. Note: NAU Online Library provides FREE access to NEJM
articles more than 3-months old.
• Who is paying for the site? Does the site’s information favor the sponsor?
Check out any and all information. Are they biased and do they promote
one particular thing or person?

• Is the information reviewed by experts and current? Posted articles
should be followed by references and authors, dates, and websites should
be clearly identified. Posted articles should also be reviewed and revised or
replaced as new information comes out.
• How is information on the site selected? Has the posted material been
reviewed by experts in the field or by an editorial board?

Answering each of these questions gives you clues about the quality of the
information on the site.
You can usually find the answers on the main page or the “About Us” page of a
website. Site maps may also be helpful. When you first pull up a website, two
places to start looking for answers are at the top of the page and at the bottom.
The top-level domain part of the website’s address will give you more clues to
consider.
• .edu are education related websites
• .org are nonprofit organizations
• .net are networking and business organizations
• .gov are governmental
• .mil are U.S. military organizations
• .com are commercial sites (Caution: these sites will require more scrutiny
to make sure they meet the necessary criteria.)
Note: .gov and .edu sites are more likely to pass the tests of being quality
websites.

As an example, consider these two imaginary sites:

After looking at the above sites consi
After reviewing the above websites reconsider the following:
Provider
• Who is in charge of the website?
• Why are they providing the site?
• Can you contact them?
Funding
• Where does the money to support the site come from?
• Does the site have advertisements? Are they labeled as such?
Quality
• Where does the information on the site come from?
• Do experts review the information that goes on the site? What are their
qualifications?
• Does the site avoid unbelievable or emotional claims?
• Is it up-to-date?
Privacy
• Does the site ask for your personal information?
• Do they tell you how it will be used?
• Are you comfortable with how it will be used?
Asking questions will help you find quality websites. But there is no guarantee
that the information is perfect.
Make sure that you check with your instructor on what references you are
allowed to use before submitting your paper. Many instructors will only allow
you to use one reference that is not from a scholarly journal or ‘refereed.’ That
means that all of your other references will have to be obtained from a ‘juried,’
‘refereed,’ ‘peer-reviewed,’ or ‘scholarly’ site (note: not all scholarly journals
are peer-reviewed.)

What does this mean? Generally the terms ‘juried,’ ‘peer-reviewed,’ and
‘refereed’ are interchangeable and refer to articles or websites that go through a
professional editorial process which includes an impartial review and approval by
peers who are recognized as experts in the field. A scholarly journal is one that
has articles written by scholars or researchers. These articles generally include
reports on original research, theory, or experimentation. The article will include
footnotes and bibliographies that cite the author’s sources. These articles can
usually be found on university websites, academic websites, or professional
organization web pages.
Where can I go to find the appropriate references?
• Databases like EBSCO. This site allows you to limit your search results to
scholarly or peer-reviewed journals. Other databases, like Web of Science,
only cover scholarly journals.
• Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory. This site includes a list
of refereed journals as well as information about refereed status in the
title information.
• Google Scholar is a way to restrict your web search to those websites that
are scholarly in focus. Remember this is just a starting point, not all
resources found on this site are juried. It is not a comprehensive resource
and doesn’t provide very much free full text.
• Scholarly databases in the NAU Online Library
How do I know if the article or website is ‘juried’??
• Look at the instructions to authors in the journal itself. If the articles are
sent out for review before acceptance, it is a peer reviewed journal. In print
journals, this information is usually inside the front cover.
• Look in databases. Most databases have a method to narrow your search,
or an advanced search option. A few of the more common databases are
listed above.
• Review the information on finding a reliable website.
• If in doubt, check with your librarian.
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